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SUPPORTING NON-PROLIFERATION TREATIES AND ARMS CONTROL
BY REMOTE SENSING AND GEOINFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

Niemeyer, I.

ABSTRACT:

In the last decades, a number of international agreements and export control regimes have been concluded in order to
reduce the risk and proliferation of arms, particularly weapons of mass destruction.

The objectives of these

agreements is to reduce or eliminate certain weapons or weapon systems, to curb the proliferation of weapons and of
sensitive, dual-use technologies, or to increase security and build confidence in other ways [1].

Different conventions imply different obligations and implementation practices for the parties.

However, EO

generally represents a key source of information for the different national and international bodies involved in the
implementation of international non-proliferation and arms control agreements.

If the area of interest is not

accessible, remote sensing sensors represent one of the few opportunities to gather almost real-time data over the area.

For arms control and non-proliferation Treaties, such as Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), the main
applications of satellite imagery are to verify the correctness and completeness of the member states' declarations,
and to provide preparatory information for on-site inspections and other technical visits.

Taking into consideration recent developments in satellite sensor technologies and software solutions, the given paper
discusses some challenges with regard to both technical and political issues.

The following issues will be discussed:

i) State-of-the-art and future developments of civil and commercial satellite sensor technologies relevant for treaty
verification;
ii) earth observation policies ( is space an open space? ) and data availability from space;
iii) parameters identifiable and measurable from space for various non-proliferation and arms control verification
purposes;
iv) digital image processing vs. visual interpretation;
v) confidence building, improvement of openness and transparency.
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